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• Three riverine management examples to draw from in 
Durban:

- Sihlanzimvelo (City led)
- Aller River (Conservancy led)
- Durban Green Corridors (Special Purpose Vehicle)

• What are the learnings across these that help to inform 
how we think about effective river management 
programmes, and the up-scaling of these?



COLLAPSE

UPSCALING RIVER MANAGEMENT: The pieces of the puzzle… 

Governance: 
Structuring, 

coordination, 
champions and 

partners

Funding and 
Resourcing: 
Financial and 

human

Implementation 
models and 
programme
objectives

Reporting,  
Monitoring and 

learning



THE CASE OF SIHLANZIMVELO

Governance
• Embedded in municipal line function; 

strong champion who could build from 
past experience

Funding
• Municipal budget line item and embedded 

programme management staff

Implementation models/programme
objectives:
• Waste and IAPremoval for stormwater

and infrastructure benefits + job creation
• Contracting of consultants for oversight 

and co-operatives for implementation 
(every 3 years)



THE CASE OF SIHLANZIMVELO

Reporting, monitoring and 
learning

• Assessed through consultant; 
some data collected on 
water quality

Sustainable and replicable, with 
potential for expansion, if 
appropriately resourced. 
Challenges with coordination 
across municipal line functions

Queries: Possibly more expensive 
than other models with less 
flexibility/creativity   
(commercial contractor)



THE CASE OF THE ALLER RIVER

Governance
• Led by NGO (conservancy), with strong 

champion supported by committed 
volunteers; some support from local 
government; limited private sector 
support

Funding
• Varied – initially municipal grant, then 

other grant funds. 

Implementation models/programme
objectives:
• Localised focus on ‘eco-champs’ and 

the broader enabling environment in 
terms of education and monitoring.

• Investment in key HR (project manager, 
community facilitator, education 
coordinator)



THE CASE OF THE ALLER RIVER

Monitoring and evaluation
• Internal reflections and university report 

collated and used to inform programme
development

Significant at small scale (in terms of eco-
champs, behavioural change and 
monitoring), creative and flexible in 
approach. Could be difficult to up-scale 
without resources (human and financial). 
Sustainability is challenging and finding 
funds requires significant investment of time. 



THE CASE OF DURBAN GREEN CORRIDORS PROJECT

Governance
• Durban Green Corridors established 

in 2015, through early partnership 
between Municipality, DUCT and 
other river management 
stakeholders

• Municipality represented on multi-
stakeholder board; also steering 
committee for management

• Potential to draw in other 
partners/implementers

Funding
• Municipality = key stream (Section 

67 of MFMA); but DGC can look for 
funds beyond this. Renewed after 3 
years



THE CASE OF DURBAN GREEN CORRIDORS PROJECT

Implementation models/programme
objectives:
• Municipality and other partners provide 

strategic direction and DGC is the 
implementer

• Focus on partnerships and capacity building 
for implementation – uMngeni catchment

Monitoring and evaluation
• Regular reporting as part of accountability

Strengthens municipality’s implementation 
capacity and facilitates a longer-term 
partnership model. Potential for some 
expansion, but would ultimately need broader 
entity to coordinate action across the  
municipal area. 



COLLAPSE

• Clear leadership, champion and political support = critical
• Objectives need to be clear: Can’t do everything 
• Governance model: Understand the strengths and weaknesses of the 

role-players and their interests to find a model that maximizes the 
strengths across the partners.

• Arrangements that facilitate partnerships bring in complexity but also 
opportunities in terms of increased creativity, flexibility

• Ensure clear understanding of roles and responsibilities in order to 
facilitate participation and ensure accountability

• Understand relevant legislation around what is possible e.g. 
governance models, financial legislation, contracting terms etc

• Strong project/programme management capacity is needed, with the 
skills necessary to facilitate complex conversations

GOVERNANCE



COLLAPSE

• Baseline of reliable funding is critical in (a) ensuring 
sustainability, (b) building capacity, (c) generating credibility and 
learning, and (d) maintaining core work

• Possible sources e.g. municipal line budgets, reliable CSI funding 
etc

• Explore other options to build on this, that enhance the 
programme objectives, rather than compromising them

• Ensure adequate capacity to manage finances in the case of 
more complex programmes

FUNDING/RESOURCES



COLLAPSE

• Be clear on ‘core implementation’ activities
• Develop and articulate clear programme messaging e.g. climate 

change, job creation, risk reduction etc
• Understand stakeholders and their interests and engage early
• Understand what already exists and build from that
• Once established, look for opportunities to improve and add value 

(e.g. new workstreams, circular economy initiatives etc)
• Think systemically – make sure that success in one area doesn’t 

compromise another

IMPLEMENTATION



COLLAPSE

• Need structures and systems in place to facilitate the collection of 
data and reporting – ensure accountability but also allows 
assessment of impact

• Structure in learning opportunities and space for reflection – in 
complex spaces, this is critical to learn, grow and adapt

MONITORING



ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

• Thoughtful structuring is needed – not just a ‘cut and paste’
• Understand context (e.g. political, socio-economic, governance) – what is likely to work best 

given the existing opportunities and constraints?
• How can sustainability be ensured: Financial (funding flows over longer time-frames), human 

(capacity building and growth) and partnerships?
• Start small, learn and grow – incremental changes can be important
• Who needs to come along for the journey and how do we make sure they stay for the 

duration?
• Learn and adapt
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